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Abstract

Ionospheric convection patterns from the Super Dual Auroral Radar Network are used to determine the trajectories, transit

times and decay rates of three polar cap patches from their creation in the dayside polar cap ionosphere to their end of life

on the nightside. The first two polar cap patches were created within 12 minutes of each other and travelled through the

dayside convection throat, before entering the nightside auroral oval after 104 and 92 minutes, respectively. When the patches

approached the nightside auroral oval, an intensification in the poleward auroral boundary occurred close to their exit point,

followed by a decrease in the transit velocity. The airglow decay rates of patches 1 and 2 were found to be [?]0.6% and [?]0.9%

per minute, respectively. The third patch decayed completely within the polar cap and had a lifetime of only 78 minutes. After

a change in drift direction, patch 3 had a radar backscatter power half-life of 4.23 minutes, which reduced to 1.80 minutes after

a stagnation, indicating a variable decay rate. 28 minutes after the change in direction, and 16 minutes after stagnation, patch

3 completely disintegrated. We relate this rapid decay to increased frictional heating, which speeds up the recombination rate.

Therefore, we suggest that the stagnation of a polar cap patch is a main determinant to whether or not a polar cap patch can

exit through the nightside auroral oval.
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Abstract22

Ionospheric convection patterns from the Super Dual Auroral Radar Network are used23

to determine the trajectories, transit times and decay rates of three polar cap patches24

from their creation in the dayside polar cap ionosphere to their end of life on the night-25

side. The first two polar cap patches were created within 12 minutes of each other and26

travelled through the dayside convection throat, before entering the nightside auroral27

oval after 104 and 92 minutes, respectively. When the patches approached the nightside28

auroral oval, an intensification in the poleward auroral boundary occurred close to their29

exit point, followed by a decrease in the transit velocity. The airglow decay rates of patches30

1 and 2 were found to be ≈0.6% and ≈0.9% per minute, respectively. The third patch31

decayed completely within the polar cap and had a lifetime of only 78 minutes. After32

a change in drift direction, patch 3 had a radar backscatter power half-life of 4.23 min-33

utes, which reduced to 1.80 minutes after a stagnation, indicating a variable decay rate.34

28 minutes after the change in direction, and 16 minutes after stagnation, patch 3 com-35

pletely disintegrated. We relate this rapid decay to increased frictional heating, which36

speeds up the recombination rate. Therefore, we suggest that the stagnation of a polar37

cap patch is a main determinant to whether or not a polar cap patch can exit through38

the nightside auroral oval.39

1 Introduction40

Polar cap patches (PCPs) are isolated, dense segments in the F-region of the iono-41

sphere with enhanced plasma densities at least twice that of the ambient plasma (Weber42

et al., 1984; Crowley, 1996; Carlson, 2012). The plasma source of the PCPs often comes43

from dayside subauroral latitudes where a reservoir of enhanced plasma is produced by44

photoionization from solar EUV radiation. However, particle precipitation in the cusp45

and polar cap can also contribute to patch formation (Rodger et al., 1994; Walker et al.,46

1999; Lockwood et al., 2005; Oksavik et al., 2006; Goodwin et al., 2015). The study of47

the complete transit of PCPs from their creation to their end of life is often a compli-48

cated process due to scarce data coverage. PCPs travel with the convection velocity, how-49

ever this flow is often turbulent at the meso-scale level and the influence on the PCP struc-50

ture and transit path across the polar cap is still under discussion. The optical signa-51

ture of PCPs is known as airglow patches, which often occur after the optical signature52

of pulsed reconnection, namely poleward moving auroral forms (PMAFs) (Sandholt et53
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al., 1986; Southwood, 1987; Sandholt et al., 1998, 2004). Airglow patches are mainly seen54

as 630.0 nm airglow emissions (as opposed to 630.0 nm auroral emissions) since the light55

stems from de-excitation of atomic oxygen around 250 km altitude (Hays et al., 1978):56

O∗(1D)→ O(3P ) + hv630.0nm (1)

There are several case studies of airglow patches (Weber et al., 1984; Hosokawa et57

al., 2009; Perry et al., 2013; Zou et al., 2015; Hosokawa et al., 2016), but only a few re-58

ports have corresponding electron density measurements (cf. Lorentzen et al., 2010). Re-59

cent studies that have successfully followed patches for most of their lifetime across the60

polar cap are Oksavik et al. (2010), Q. H. Zhang et al. (2013), Nishimura et al. (2014),61

Spicher et al. (2015), Thomas et al. (2015), and Hwang et al. (2020).62

Oksavik et al. (2010) used the EISCAT Svalbard Radar (ESR) (Wannberg et al.,63

1997) and the Super Dual Auroral Network (SuperDARN) (Greenwald et al., 1995; Chisham64

et al., 2007; Nishitani et al., 2019) to study the transit of two extreme electron density65

events (ne > 1012m−3). They found that the two events underwent a substantial ro-66

tation as they crossed the polar cap and were observed to have pulsed flow speeds. Nishimura67

et al. (2014) conducted a study of patch propagation across the polar cap using Super-68

DARN and all-sky camera measurements and reported a PMAF which evolved into a69

polar cap airglow patch on the dayside. They followed the airglow patch through opti-70

cal measurements and observed a fast flow channel coincident with the airglow patch through71

polar boundary intensification and localized reconnection on the nightside.72

Although SuperDARN measurements and other instruments have previously been73

able to track PCPs for their entire lifetime, there is still a need for a more generalized74

tracking method that is not solely dependent on extreme events or optimal observation75

alignment. PCPs are considered a space weather challenge (Moen et al., 2013; Van Der Meeren76

et al., 2014; Jin et al., 2014; Oksavik et al., 2015), due to their ability to disrupt signals77

from global navigation satellite systems, which can be detrimental at polar latitude. There-78

fore, a robust tracking method would be an important application for forecasting PCP79

trajectories. In addition, successful tracking of PCPs allows us to study changes to their80

morphology by uniting observations at various stages of their lifetime. The electron den-81

sity decay rate throughout a patch’s lifetime is still up for debate. Only a few studies82

have addressed the electron density decay rate of PCPs or small-scale plasma structures83

(∼1km) in the F-region (Hosokawa et al., 2011; Ivarsen et al., 2021).84
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Figure 1. a) Interplanetary magnetic field measurements from ACE and b) shows correspond-

ing clock angles on 19 December 2014. c) shows ESR 32m electron number density, and d) and e)

show ESR 32m electron and ion temperatures, respectively. Release times for patches 1, 2, and 3

are seen as vertical, dashed lines.

This paper presents several PCPs detected by the ESR (78.15oN, 16.1oE) on 1985

December 2014. We follow three patches across the polar cap. Their trajectories are de-86

termined from SuperDARN convection maps and confirmed optically by measurements87

of airglow patches seen over Ny Ålesund (78.92oN, 11.930E) and Resolute Bay (74.73 oN,88

265.07oE), as well as backscatter echos from individual SuperDARN radars from Han-89

kasalmi, Clyde River, Rankin Inlet, and Inuvik. Two of the patches transited the entire90

polar cap and entered the auroral oval near magnetic midnight. The third patch rotated91

after passing the magnetic pole and did not exit the polar cap before it dissipated in the92

nightside dawn convection cell.93
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2 Instrumentation and Data Presentation94

2.1 Solar Wind and Magnetic Data95

The NASA Advanced Composition Explorer satellite (ACE) was located at the L196

Lagrangian point and provides data for the solar wind and interplanetary magnetic field97

(IMF) conditions. In Figure 1 a) and b) the IMF components and the clock angle mea-98

surements are given for the period 06:30 to 09:30 UT, respectively. On 19 December 201499

we observe a generally steady and strong positive IMF By, together with a positive clock100

angle around 100o, as well as some changes in the north-south IMF direction. The so-101

lar wind velocity was steady around 350-400 km/s, and the proton density was, for the102

most part, around 3.6 cm−3, with a single spike above 8 cm−3 at 08:10 UT (data not103

shown). The solar wind data are presented in Figure 1 a) and b), with a 70-minute time104

shift from L1 to the dayside ionosphere, which was found using mean solar wind veloc-105

ity and dayside aurora activity. The relevant time period on 19 December 2014 had no106

geomagnetic storm activity with SYM-H > -25nT and a Kp-index between 1 and 2.107

The Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) SSUSI LHBS auroral im-108

age (Paxton & Meng, 1999; Paxton et al., 2002; Paxton & Zhang, 2016) and SSIES Hor-109

izontal ion velocity is presented in Figure 2 a). The data is from the F16 pass as the satel-110

lite was crossing the polar cap. It passed over Svalbard between 06:52 and 06:54 UT. The111

data provides a large-scale context of the auroral oval and the ionospheric flow imme-112

diately prior to the time of interest in this paper. The figure shows that Svalbard (78oN,113

16oE geographic) is located within the polar cap due to the expanded oval, with an an-114

tisunward flow direction in the pre-noon polar cap, which is consistent with positive IMF115

By.116

2.2 European Incoherent Scatter Svalbard Radar117

The ESR steerable 32m dish was measuring at a low elevation of 30o and an az-118

imuth direction of 331o (where 0o is at geographic north) on 19 December 2014. The radar119

provided measurements of the ionospheric parameters; electron density, electron tem-120

perature and ion temperature, presented in Figure 1 c)-e), respectively. The field-of-view121

(FOV) of the radar is presented as a solid black line in Figure 2 b).122
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Figure 2. a) Measurements of the auroral oval from DMSP SSUSI auroral data (LHBS) and

SSIES horizontal ion velocity at 06:43-06:59 UT in geographical coordinates. b) Field-of-view

of the individual SuperDARN radars: Hankasalmi (HAN) is shown in green, and Inuvik (INV),

Rankin Inlet (RKN) and Clyde River (CLY) are shown in gray. The field-of-view of the two all-

sky imagers located at Ny Ålesund (NYA) and Resolute Bay (RSB) are seen as maroon circles.

The location of the 32m EISCAT Svalbard Radar beam is shown as a black line. The location

where the particles were released for tracking across the polar cap is marked with a red star. The

locations are all given in geographical coordinates.
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2.3 All-sky Imagers: 630.0 nm Emission123

The optical measurements presented in this study are provided from two all-sky124

imagers (ASIs) equipped with 630.0 nm narrow bandpass interference filters. The ASI125

located in Ny Ålesund (NYA) is owned by the University of Oslo (UiO) and provides im-126

ages mapped to 250 km altitude for elevation angles above 19o. Images from the Res-127

olute Bay Optical Mesosphere Thermosphere Imagers ASI (RSB) are mapped to 230 km128

altitude with measurements above 20o elevation angles (Shiokawa et al., 1999, 2009). The129

mapping altitudes correspond to the expected altitudes for de-excitation of atomic oxy-130

gen, and thus airglow emissions. Both camera FOVs are presented in Figure 2 b) as ma-131

roon circles.132

For all ASI images, the background is removed using a one-hour running average133

in order to focus on weaker perturbations in the airglow intensity. The images are sub-134

sequently converted to relative intensity using the same one-hour running average. Fi-135

nally, they are presented as a percentage relative to a background intensity:136

100 · (Imeasured − Ibackgr)/Ibackgr (2)

where Ibackgr is the one-hour running average representing the background intensity.137

2.4 Super Dual Auroral Radar Network138

Ionospheric convection patterns determined from the SuperDARN radars were used139

to estimate the trajectories of the three patches over the polar cap. The convection pat-140

terns were determined using the SuperDARN Radar Software Toolkit (RST)(SuperDARN141

Data Analysis Working Group. et al., 2021). The data had been processed from the raw142

radar data using the standard SuperDARN fitting algorithm called FitACF3.0 to esti-143

mate the line-of-sight (LOS) velocity parameter. Additional tools in the RST were then144

used to combine the IMF data provided in section 2.1 and data from all northern hemi-145

sphere radars onto a grid of equal-area cells spanning 1o of magnetic latitude, and then146

determine the convection pattern using the standard SuperDARN “Map Potential” al-147

gorithm (Ruohoniemi & Baker, 1998).148

In addition to the northern hemisphere convection patterns, backscatter power and149

LOS velocity measurements from the SuperDARN radars at Hankasalmi, Inuvik, Rankin150

Inlet and Clyde River were used to identify and track the PCPs at various locations in151
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the polar cap. The FOV of these radars are shown in Figure 2 b). These data were also152

processed using the FitACF3.0 fitting algorithm in the RST.153

3 PCP Tracking Method154

3.1 Virtual Particle Tracking with SuperDARN Data155

A simple particle tracking method was developed using a geomagnetic (MLAT, MLON)156

reference system. Given the initial release coordinates, the SuperDARN convection maps157

were used to calculate the subsequent particle location using the velocity vectors. A par-158

ticle at position a with speed va and azimuth angle ka was used to give the next lati-159

tude and longitude coordinates at position b through the Haversine formula for great-160

circle distance. The process was repeated for 4 hours with a time cadence of 2 minutes.161

Repeatedly releasing particles between 06:50 and 08:30 UT, which correspond to the pe-162

riod of higher density seen in Figure 1 c), allowed us to determine release times for the163

three PCP events.164

The initial release location in geographical coordinates was 80.42oN and -1.64oE,165

corresponding to the ESR beam at 281km altitude. The release altitude was chosen close166

to the median altitude for the electron density peak in the F-region between 06:00-12:00167

UT and based on the best fit between the virtual particle trajectories and the observed168

airglow patches. Choosing a different initial release location could lead to a clear differ-169

ence in the resulting trajectories as flow shears could send the particles into different di-170

rections.171

3.2 Event Selection172

The three PCP events were selected based on: 1) ESR measurement of high den-173

sity in F-region and no significant temperature enhancements i.e., temperature enhance-174

ment not related to the PMAF, 2) patch production/source features in the vicinity on175

the dayside, i.e. PMAFs or tongue of ionization (TOI) (cf. Foster et al., 2005) as observed176

by the UiO ASI and TEC measurements from satellites (not shown), 3) simultaneous177

observations of airglow patch movement, and 4) simultaneous observations of strong backscat-178

ter power in the individual SuperDARN radars, preferable Clyde River and Inuvik due179

to their favorable FOV orientation.180
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Figure 3. a) and b) show the trajectories of the virtual particles released at 07:06 and 07:28

UT, and 08:06 UT respectively. Each 10th minute of the trajectories, in addition to the first

and final minutes, are marked as black rings. The Ny Ålesund (NYA) and Resolute Bay (RSB)

camera FOVs are shown in maroon.

4 Results181

Using the selection criteria outlined in the above section, three trajectories were182

chosen, patch 1 (P1), patch 2 (P1), and patch 3 (P3). From Figure 1 c) P1 and P2 have183

lower electron densities than P3 and appear more isolated. The low elevation angle of184

the ESR means that a poleward motion of the patches (along the look direction of the185

radar beam) manifests itself as an apparent altitude increase as a function of time, re-186

sulting in the “slanted” shape of the structures. P3 has a higher electron density and187

stems from a time with more continuous, high-density plasma passing over the ESR. The188

measurements indicate that the patches originate from the TOI; denser Solar-EUV iono-189

spheric plasma transported from lower latitudes into the polar cap. There are no signif-190

icant temperature increases seen in the ESR for the three patches, suggesting high den-191

sity isolated volumes that migrate into the polar cap. TEC maps show high density and192

high phase scintillation, indicating dense, structured plasma in the F-region (not shown).193

4.1 Multimedia Material194

This paper is accompanied by two videos, one embedded and supplementary. It is195

strongly encouraged to watch Video 1 before reading the rest of the paper, as this video196
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Video 1. Shows the tracking of the virtual particles released between 06:50 and 08:30 UT

in geographical coordinates. The selected events are shown as blue stars and the remaining as

gray dots. The DMSP SSUSI auroral boundaries are shown in coral. All-sky images (630.0 nm

filtered) from Ny Ålesund and Resolute Bay, as well as images from Fort Smith and Fort Simpson

(557.7 nm filtered) are also included. The placeholder image is from 31 seconds into the video.

–10–
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provides a dynamical presentation of the airglow patches, the auroral oval and the mo-197

tion of the selected events. Video 1 presents virtual particles released every second minute198

between 06:50 and 08:30 UT and their geographic locations in the polar cap. The selected199

events are presented as blue stars, the remaining virtual particles as gray dots. Corre-200

sponding ASI 630.0 nm images from NYA and RSB are included. In addition, ASI im-201

ages from Fort Smith and Fort Simpson, which are both equipped with 557.7 nm nar-202

row bandpass interference filters, from the history of events and macroscale interactions203

during substorms (THEMIS) network were included in Video 1 to investigate potential204

auroral interactions in the nightside auroral boundary as the PCPs traversed the night-205

side polar cap. Also included, when available, are the DMSP SSUSI modeled poleward206

and equatorward auroral boundaries, shown in coral, to provide a proxy for the auro-207

ral oval (Y. Zhang & Paxton, 2008). The satellite number and swath time is presented208

at the bottom of each frame.209

The airglow patches were identified using Video 1 and raw ASI images from NYA210

and RSB (not shown). In Video 1, week airglow patches corresponding to P1 and P2 can211

be seen at the north-western edge of the NYA FOV after the corresponding PMAF has212

retreated. Next, the airglow patches enter the north-eastern RSB FOV. As the airglow213

patches move towards the FOV center high-intensity, small-scale arc-like structures can214

be seen embedded within the patches. P3’s airglow patch also exits the north-western215

edge of the NYA FOV, before it appears in the north-eastern RSB FOV.216

Supplementary Video 1 (Video S1) presents the location of P1, P2, and P3 (red217

stars) as they transit the polar cap in the geomagnetic reference frame. The convection218

velocity maps, seen as the underlaying color-map, from SuperDARN RST processing are219

included to provide information on the ionospheric convection. The video does not in-220

clude the LOS velocities for the northern hemisphere, but instead includes the fitted vec-221

tor velocities, seen as dots with respective vector lines. Also seen, in coral, are the DMSP222

SSUSI auroral boundaries. Going forth, data from convection velocity maps are referred223

to as convection model velocity, model velocity or Px velocity.224

4.2 Patch 1 & 2: Release Times at 07:06 & 07:18 UT225

Because P1 and P2 show many similarities they will be presented together. In Video226

1 an intensification in the aurora on the dayside can be seen at 06:58 UT, followed by227
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Figure 4. Results for patch 1, released at 07:06 UT, during its trajectory across the polar

cap. Panel a) shows the convection velocity at each step in the transit and the individual radar

LOS velocities that were within 100 km of the virtual particle position. Panel b) shows the rela-

tive emission intensity at the particle’s position, where available, compared to a one-hour running

mean of the background intensity. c) Shows a Ny Ålesund ASI image at minute 6 of the tra-

jectory, and d)-e) show Resolute Bay ASI images at minutes 56 and 86, respectively. The star

represents the tracking location at the time. The orientation of the cameras is shown in Figure 3

a)

–12–
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a PMAF that disappears at 07:16 UT. At 07:06 UT the virtual particle was released rep-228

resenting P1. P2 was released during a PMAF, which started with an intensification at229

07:12 UT and moved poleward until 07:36 UT. Figure 1 c) shows an elevated electron230

density during both release times.231

Both P1 and P2 move across the polar cap within the convection throat (See Video232

S1), and their trajectories are presented in Figure 3 a). DMSP SSUSI auroral bound-233

aries, auroral oval activity seen in 557.7 nm filtered ASI images from Fort Smith and Fort234

Simpson indicate that P1 and P2 have already entered the nightside auroral oval at minute235

104 and 92 (08:50 UT), respectively. From minute 94 and 82 (08:40 UT) for P1 and P2,236

respectively, intensifications in the nightside auroral can be seen in Video 1. The inten-237

sifications occur several times until the end of both patches’ lifetime.238

In Figure 4 a) we present the P1 velocity determined from the convection pattern239

as it transits the polar cap, seen as a line. The markers show the LOS velocity measure-240

ments of individual radars within 100 km of P1. Panel b) presents the relative intensity241

with respect to a one-hour running mean background intensity of the NYA and RSB cam-242

eras. The intensity was collected at the position of P1, given that the measurements el-243

evation angle was larger than 20o. Figures 4 c) - e) show ASI images from NYA and RSB244

for different minutes in the P1 trajectory. Figure 4 c) shows the location of P1 at minute245

6 in the newly created airglow patch after the PMAF has disappeared. Figures 4 d) and246

e) show the airglow patch recently entering and close to leaving the RSB FOV at minute247

56 and 86, respectively.248

Figures 4 a) and b) show no clear correlation between the velocity of P1 and the249

relative intensity. In the first 20 minutes panel a) shows variable velocity ranging from250

below 300 m/s to almost 750 m/s, however the next 40 minutes shows a fairly steady251

velocity around 500 m/s as P1 moves across the polar cap. The velocity increases steadily252

after minute 60, before it starts decreasing at minute 96. The decrease in velocity co-253

incides with the intensifications seen in the nightside auroral oval.254

In panel b) an increase in the intensity can be seen as P1 moves into the RSB FOV.255

The intensity increases until minute 70, before it starts decreasing again as P1 moves to-256

wards the southern FOV boundary. There is a total decrease of ≈ 16% but limiting the257

lowest elevation angle to 30o (minute 78) to account for unfavorable measuring geom-258

etry, the total decrease in relative intensity is ≈ 5% or 0.625% per minute. In Video 1259

–13–
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Figure 5. Same format as figure 4, but for patch 2 released at 07:18 UT.

small, arc-like structures, can be seen between minute 32 and 88 (07:38 and 08:34 UT)260

in the RSB FOV. These structures are also presented in Figures 4 d) and e). Since the261

ASI measures both aurora and airglow, the airglow decay rate of P1 could include a con-262

tribution from aurora e.g., from small-scale auroral-arcs.263

P2 shows a more variable and pulsed velocity compared to P1, varying from around264

144 m/s to around 880 m/s during the transit, see Figure 5 a). In the second half of the265

transit a maximum velocity of 880 m/s can be seen at minute 56, before it decreases to266

286 m/s at minute 68. During this period there is a decrease in relative intensity (panel267

b), but the velocity increases to 638 m/s at minute 84, whereas the intensity continues268

to decrease. Thus, there is no clear correlation between the P2 velocity and the relative269

intensity. Like P1, the decrease in velocity seen at minute 84 coincides with the inten-270

sities seen in the nightside auroral oval.271
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Figure 6. Same format as figure 4, but for patch 3 released at 08:06 UT. The orientation of

the cameras is as seen in 3 b).

As seen in Figure 5 b), there is a decrease in relative intensity after 50 minutes. The272

total decrease from the highest relative intensity at minute 58 to the lowest at minute273

76 is ≈ 16% or 0.89% per minute. In Figure 5 c)-e) we present ASI images from NYA274

and RSB during minute 4, 56, and 76, respectively. In panel c) P2 is still within the PMAF275

it was released into, and in panel d) and e) we can see the small-scale aurora arc-like struc-276

tures embedded within the airglow patch.277

4.3 Patch 3: Release Time at 08:06 UT278

Video 1 shows high activity, and a brightening of the dayside auroral oval at 07:50279

UT, followed by a PMAF observed until 08:12 UT. However, the PMAF seems to be more280

intense with a brightening moving westward in the camera FOV, instead of a typical ini-281

tial brightening at the equatorward boundary as seen for P1 and P2. Figure 3 b) shows282
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that there is a change in the direction of motion of P3. Initially, P3 moves within the283

convection throat, before a rotation occurs around minute 50. Afterwards, P3 drifts to-284

wards dusk and does not appear to leave the polar cap.285

In Figure 6 a) the P3 velocity increases till it reaches a maximum of over 1000 m/s286

at minute 28, before it hits a minimum of 321 m/s at minute 46. The next 22 minutes287

the velocity increases again before another decrease occurs. Between minute 52 and 78,288

the LOS velocities measured by Clyde River radar are very close to the model veloci-289

ties. This suggests that P3 was moving parallel to the radar beam during this time. Fig-290

ure 6 b) shows a decrease in emission intensity from minute 50 to 60, after a period of291

high intensity, which appears to correspond to the second velocity increase seen in panel292

a). In Video 1 there is no indication of auroras as the airglow patch corresponding to293

P3 moves within the RSB FOV. This can be seen in Figures 6 d) and e), which shows294

the airglow patch at the intensity maximum at minute 42 and a dimmer airglow patch295

at minute 58.296

Figures 7 a) and b) show the radar backscatter power and LOS velocity, respec-297

tively, as P3 travels along Clyde River beam 14 as it nears its end of life. Figures 7 c)-298

k) show the movement of P3 (outlined in green, which was determined by eye). It first299

enters the Clyde River radar FOV at minute 40 (08:46 UT) from the north-east, and at300

minute 50 (08:56 UT) it moves westward along beam 14, before a stagnation occurs at301

minute 62 (09:08 UT). At around minute 70 (09:16 UT) the patch appears to start break-302

ing up, which corresponds to a rapid decrease of backscatter power in Figure 7 a), but303

also panels h)-j) show a clear reduction of backscatter area and magnitude. At minute304

80 (09:26 UT) it appears that P3 has completely disintegrated, see panel k). In Figure305

7 b) we clearly see a strong flow away from the Clyde River radar, where the speed is306

especially high in the area where P3 starts to break up, indicating that enhanced flow307

contributes to its rapid decay.308

During minute 52 to 62 Clyde River beam 14 overlaps with the RSB FOV, but the309

intensity measurements are less reliable at large angles from the zenith (low elevation310

angles) to give a reasonable airglow decay rate. Instead, it is possible to calculate the311

backscatter half-life from the Clyde River radar. The total decrease in backscatter power312

for this period is 7.1 dB, corresponding to a half-life of 4.23 minutes. After the stagna-313
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Figure 7. a) backscatter power in beam 14 of the Clyde River SuperDARN radar. b) shows

the respective LOS velocity of the beam. c)-k) Clyde River fan plot of backscatter power for

selected times. Measurements associated with P3 are outlined in green.

tion, between 68 and 78 minutes, the patch had a total decrease of 16.7 dB, or its half-314

life decreased to 1.80 minutes.315

Figure 8 shows two images from RSB for a) minute 44 (08:50 UT) and b) minute316

56 (09:00 UT), where the airglow patch corresponding to P3 has been outlined in blue317

lines, and the tracking position is shown as a blue star. We chose a location in the air-318

glow patch (76.7407oN, -87.9282 oW) and found that the new coordinate after 10 min-319

utes was 76.9224oN, -102.3369oW. The airglow patch P3 moved with a velocity of 506.4320
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Figure 8. Images from Resolute Bay ASI where the airglow patch 3 is outlined in blue and

the tracking position marked with a blue star for the times a) 08:50 UT and b) 09:00 UT.

Table 1. Summary of patch properties

P1 P2 P3

trelease (UT) 07:06 07:18 08:06

ttransit (minutes) 104 92 78

texit (UT) 08:58 09:04 N/A

ninitial(m
−3) 1.14× 1011 1.48× 1011 2.92× 1011

IMFinitial (x, y, z) +,+,+ +,+,+ -,+,-

CAinitial (degrees) 60 53 170

Airglow decay rate (%/minute) 0.625 0.89 ?

m/s. During this 10-minute period it traveled along beam 8 and beam 9 in the Inuvik321

SuperDARN radar with a mean velocity of 520.24 m/s, while the SuperDARN convec-322

tion model predicted a mean velocity of 423.97 m/s, giving a relative discrepancy of 18.65%323

between the model and LOS velocity, and 16.42% between the model and the ASI ve-324

locity.325

There is a difference between the SuperDARN convection velocity and the Clyde326

River LOS velocity for minute 60-78, as P3 moves along beam 14. The differences range327

from 24.7 to 77.8 m/s and the mean absolute error between the model and the LOS ve-328

locity is 51.63 m/s. This corresponds to a relative discrepancy of 9.3%.329
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5 Discussion330

This paper presents the evolution of three polar cap patches from their creation331

on the dayside to their end of life on the nightside, where they either entered the auro-332

ral oval or dissipated within the polar cap. The trajectories of the normal-density po-333

lar cap patches were determined using SuperDARN convection maps.334

The TOI is considered the source of the patches based on TEC data and ESR mea-335

surements. The southward IMF before the third patch supports the introduction of So-336

lar EUV plasma into the polar cap, and subsequent formation of the patch due to tran-337

sient flux transfer events on the dayside magnetopause (Lockwood & Carlson, 1992). Dur-338

ing the creation of the two first patches the IMF was northward, which indicates lobe339

reconnection. Xing et al. (2012) and Wu et al. (2020) showed that a notable number of340

PMAF-occurrences were in the IMF Bz =[-1,1]nT interval, while 41% and 31%(in the341

Southern Hemisphere) of PMAFs occurred under northward conditions, respectively. Wu342

et al. (2020) saw a similar occurrence rate for southward and northward IMF conditions343

and concluded that PMAFs were more likely to be plasma patches torn away from the344

auroral oval than direct foot points of reconnecting flux tubes. However, for P1 and P2345

the TEC data show a clear transport of lower-latitude plasma towards the pole. Thus,346

we suggest that the lobe reconnection is the reason that P1 and P2 are less dense than347

P3, which is released during a PMAF with southward IMF.348

5.1 Model Assessment349

For the events presented in this work, SuperDARN provided good data coverage350

over the polar regions, allowing reliable convection patterns to be determined in the re-351

gions where the patches were present. In addition, backscatter from the polar cap patches352

themselves were detected for a large part of their lifetimes, resulting in accurate mea-353

surements of velocities and direction. At times when the patches were in regions of sparse354

SuperDARN data coverage, their trajectory determination relied more heavily on the355

convection model, which introduces some uncertainties.356

Other sources of error in the PCP trajectories are rapid spikes in the IMF clock357

angle that temporarily distort the convection pattern (Gjerloev et al., 2018), and the cho-358

sen release height assumption that determines the initial placement of the patch into the359

large-scale flow. The clock angle spikes seen right after 08:00 UT in Figure 1 b) were not360
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of concern for us as the patch trajectories at the time were within an area of good data361

coverage, and the changes in the convection pattern had no major impact on the tra-362

jectories. However, the overall agreement between airglow patches seen in the optical mea-363

surements over NYA and RSB and the trajectories created between 06:50 and 08:30 UT364

are very good, indicating that the method works well with carefully determined initial365

release location. The events that were selected for the paper showed an especially good366

fit with the airglow patches.367

An average of 583 SuperDARN data points were used in our tracking method, which368

was successful in tracking average-density polar cap patches, based on the coincident ob-369

servations of high backscatter power and airglow patches. Comparably, in Oksavik et al.370

(2010) around 1000 data points contributed to the convection maps when tracking two371

extreme electron density events. Additionally, the tracking method presented in this pa-372

per worked well when there were gaps in the optical data coverage as was seen for P3,373

i.e., the tracking method connected the PMAF and high-density signatures seen on the374

dayside with the dissipating backscatter power seen in the Clyde River radar on the night-375

side. It is reasonable to assume that the tracking method could be used for any density376

structure in the ionosphere which drifts with the background convection.377

Spicher et al. (2015) used SWARM data to measure a PCP at two distinct loca-378

tions in the polar cap, in the dayside and in the nightside. The SWARM satellites had379

the initial “pearls-on-a-string”-formation, and the study provides a good example of how380

PCPs can be tracked over the polar cap outside of using SuperDARN and all-sky cam-381

eras. The tracking using SWARM is ideal when the satellite orbit is parallel to the PCP382

trajectory. Otherwise, it would be difficult to conclude if SWARM were measuring the383

same patch. Thus, we come back to the need for a general method of tracking PCPs that384

can tie together several types of instrument observations.385

5.2 Transit Times and Intensification in the Nightside Auroral Bound-386

ary387

P1 and P2 were found to have transit times of 104 and 92 minutes, respectively and388

both showed a pulsed speed as they traveled through the convection throat on their way389

to the nightside auroral oval. There are no clear indications that the patch velocities dif-390

fer from the background convection velocity, as reported by Thomas et al. (2015). How-391
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ever, the observation of auroral intensification close to the patches exit location at the392

end of the patches lifetime could indicate a relationship between the auroral intensifi-393

cations and exiting patches.394

At minute 94 for P1 and minute 82 for P2 (08:40 UT) the beginning of an auro-395

ral intensification in the nightside auroral oval could be seen in Video 1, followed by sub-396

sequent poleward moving, east-west aligned arcs. Poleward boundary intensifications (PBIs)397

have previously been associated with flow channels and airglow patches (e.g., Zesta et398

al., 2002; Nishimura et al., 2013, 2014). The fitted velocities vectors seen in Video S1399

close to P1 and P2 showed fast flows from 08:22 to 08:46 UT, which could potentially400

stem from an anti-sunward flow channel that triggered the PBI at 08:40 UT. P1 and P2401

used 10 minutes to reach the nightside auroral oval after the first intensification occurred.402

At minute 96 a decrease in the velocity of P1 was seen, which lasted about 6 minutes.403

The same type of decrease in the velocity of P2 at minute 84 was seen, lasting around404

10 minutes.405

Nishimura et al. (2014) suggested that fast flow channels in the lobe that propa-406

gated towards the nightside plasma sheet could trigger local nightside reconnection, which407

appears as PBIs in the optical data. The trajectories of P1 and P2 do not align with the408

enhanced flow seen in the fitted velocity vectors in their last minutes, and their respec-409

tive airglow patches are therefore not following the enhanced flow of the first PBI for their410

entire trajectory. Therefore, neither P1 nor P2 can be said to trigger the PBI. Data from411

ground magnetometers at Fort Smith and Fort Simpson showed no substorm signatures,412

suggesting that the PBIs did not trigger any local substorm reconnection on the night-413

side. Nishimura et al. (2013) reported an airglow patch with embedded polar cap arcs414

under substorm conditions, which went on to trigger a PBI as it reached the nightside415

auroral oval. P1 and P2 also appear to be embedded with small-scale aurora-arcs, yet416

under non-substorm conditions. There are few reports on airglow patches themselves trig-417

gering the occurrence of PBIs, but PBIs have been reported during non-substorm con-418

ditions previously (Lyons et al., 1999).419

In addition to the PBI at 08:42 UT, several other PBIs were seen at 08:54, 09:00,420

09:06, and 09:12 UT. Unfortunately, there are no SuperDARN measurements covering421

the region surrounding the trajectories of P1 and P2 during these times, so it was not422

possible to confirm that the PBIs were triggered by antisunward flow channels. Nor were423
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there any 630.0 nm filtered ASI images during this period, so optical confirmation is also424

not possible. The observation of PBIs could be the ionospheric auroral footprint of bursty425

bulk flows setting up field aligned currents (Lyons et al., 1999) in the vicinity of P1 and426

P2 which could lead to nearby velocity shears. In addition, a scattering of most of the427

virtual particles released close in time to P1 and P2 (see gray dots in Video 1) indicates428

local velocity shears, which could be explained by P1 and P2 being within the nightside429

auroral oval.430

McWilliams et al. (2000) found that plasma structures had different speeds depend-431

ing on whether or not they existed within the footprint of an active reconnection region432

on the dayside. Some structures moved parallel or along the auroral oval boundary. It433

can therefore be understood that the changing size of the auroral oval itself influences434

the speed of a drifting plasma structure. In Video 1 the SSUSI model auroral oval bound-435

ary expands poleward as both P1 and P2 reach the edge, which would influence the con-436

vection flow in its vicinity, since plasma would only be able to pass through an area where437

reconnection is occurring. Previous studies have found that the auroral oval expands to-438

wards drifting airglow patches during active magnetic reconnection periods (e.g., Lorentzen439

et al., 2004). From the results presented in this paper it is reasonable to assume that re-440

connection occurs in the vicinity of P1 and P2 as they enter the auroral oval, however441

on such a scale that the magnetic disturbances occurring at ∼ 250km altitude are too442

small to propagate down to the ground magnetometer.443

5.3 Airglow Decay Rates444

The average airglow decay rate of P1 and P2 were found to be ≈ 0.6% and ≈ 0.9%445

per minute, respectively. Both P1 and P2 traversed the RSB FOV in a time-interval where446

small-scale auroral-arcs were present, and the decay rates could therefore include con-447

tribution from aurora. P1 appeared to be more co-located with the small-scale auroral-448

arcs than P2, but were consistently so, thus the contribution from the aurora would not449

change much for the transit. Neither of the decay rates showed any significant correla-450

tion to patch velocity, which were pulsed during the respective times. Hosokawa et al.451

(2011) investigated the density and airglow loss rate of an airglow patch that had stag-452

nated over the RSB FOV and found that after stagnation, the airglow decreased rapidly453

within a 20-minutes period, before it slowed. Since P1 and P2 were still in motion the454
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decay rates found in this paper are not directly comparable, however it does support the455

notion that a patch in motion has a slower decay than a stationary patch.456

The highest relative intensity of P2 occurred at minute 58 before it decreased by457

16% over the next 18 minutes. At this time P2 moved in magnetic latitude from 83.6458

oN to 79.5oN. The decrease in magnetic latitude indicates that at least a portion of the459

airglow decay came from the altitude change of the airglow patch, since there is a down-460

ward component of the ExB-drift of the patch as it travels away from the magnetic pole,461

which is associated with a decrease in luminosity (Perry et al., 2013). Hosokawa et al.462

(2011) also showed that as the airglow patch traveled over the polar cap the peak air-463

glow height of the patch increased, due to the recombination in the bottom layers of the464

airglow patch. That means that the mapping height of 230 km, which is used in this pa-465

per, may not be optimal despite a downward motion of the patch. However, we have no466

easy method to decide which altitude the patch existed in.467

If we had not applied the image process described in Section 2.3, no significant de-468

crease in luminosity would be seen for P1 and P2 in the ASI images, which is not sur-469

prising since both the background and the aurora contaminated the measurements. P3470

had a slow decrease in luminosity, without the contamination of aurora as mentioned in471

Section 4.3. It is also worth mentioning that a big drop in luminosity occurred at minute472

68 after the stagnation of P3, which corresponds perfectly to the initial breakup seen in473

Clyde River backscatter power, Figure 7 a). However, the camera elevation angles were474

all less than 20o, which means the result should not be over-interpreted due to unfavor-475

able observing geometry. Even by implementing the method used in Kubota et al. (2014)476

to correct for low elevation angles, there is still no obvious decay in the airglow for P3,477

only a fluctuating emission intensity, while the patch is still in motion.478

5.4 The Complete Dissipation of Patch 3479

P3 was created after a longer period of Southward IMF where ESR measured more480

dense plasma compared to P1 and P2, see Figure 1 a). P3’s transit also differed from481

P1 and P2 as it never reached the nightside auroral oval, but instead underwent a com-482

plete decay within the polar cap.483

Initially, P3 traveled within the convection throat with a steady velocity around484

500 m/s for the first 20 minutes, before a rapid increase in velocity reaching 1000 m/s485
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within the next 30 minutes. Considering Figure 1 a) a period of ≈ 40 minutes of south-486

ward IMF is seen, starting a few minutes after 08:00 UT, which could result in increased487

dayside reconnection. The IMF was southward for P3 (northward for P1 and P2) and488

could explain the intense PMAF, and thus high flux transfer. This rapid reconnection489

rate could also be responsible for the enhanced flow seen in the convection throat (Ren490

et al., 2020), and thus the increase in the P3 velocity before minute 30.491

Later P3 moved within the LOS of beam 14 of Clyde River for almost 40 minutes492

before it appeared to completely disintegrate. The observation provides a unique insight493

into what determines the breakup of a polar cap patch. No significant indications in the494

solar wind measurements were present. However, convection maps with their fitted ve-495

locities vectors indicate that P3 was close to a region of enhanced flows at minute 48 (08:54496

UT). In the individual radars Clyde River, Rankin Inlet and Inuvik, the enhanced flows497

are sometimes structured as flow channels, but at other times they have a wider hori-498

zontal extent. As P3 entered the region of enhanced flow, the trajectory changed from499

moving straight towards magnetic midnight to a duskward direction.500

In the Kaktovik magnetometer (not shown), a tail loading phase starts at around501

08:50 UT and shows a steady decreasing depression down to -100nT until 09:34 UT be-502

fore the onset of a -200nT substorm occurs. In Figure 1 a) a turn from northward to south-503

ward IMF can be seen just before 08:00 UT, which could initiate the loading phase. One504

theory is that the loading phase could set up bursty bulk flows creating disturbances in505

the nightside convection which could lead to the enhanced flows and that these flows them-506

selves could lead to the decay of P3. Rankin Inlet velocity fan plots indicate that there507

are regions in the vicinity of the P3 transit with flows in different directions which would508

lead to strong shears in the convection. Hosokawa et al. (2010) found that a polar cap509

patch with internal structures could be restructured into several smaller polar cap patches510

because of shears in the background convection and suggested it could also lead to dis-511

sipation of polar cap patches.512

The gradient drift instability (GDI) has previously been seen to be relatively large513

in the trailing edge of a polar cap patch (Milan et al., 2002) and is also considered an514

important internal structuring mechanism of an airglow patch. As P3 underwent a ro-515

tation during its transit, this would indicate a new trailing edge with respect to the back-516

ground convection. Assuming the GDI in the old trailing edge did not immediately sta-517
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bilize, a new trailing edge would provide a larger portion of the polar cap patch border518

to be available for strong GDI, which would be free to propagate inwards and could po-519

tentially accelerate the decay of P3.520

Based on Clyde River backscatter power measurements in Figure 7 a), P3 stagnates521

at minute 62 (09:08 UT), and this stagnation appears to be a key step of the transit which522

results in a complete decay of the patch. Fan plots show a rapid change in the Clyde River523

and Rankin Inlet LOS velocities, and the introduction of the enhanced flows mentioned524

above would create a big relative velocity difference in the ion drift and the neutral wind.525

This difference leads to increased frictional heating, which again leads to faster recom-526

bination, depleting the patch. The neutral wind response time has been reported to be527

both altitude dependent (from 45 minutes at 400km to 1.5 hours at 200km), as well as528

magnetic activity dependent (from 0.5 to 6.5 hours during active to quiet periods) (Kosch529

et al., 2001; Deng et al., 2009). Billett et al. (2019) showed that the neutral wind response530

time had a significant effect on the ion-neutral coupling, and thus energy transfer.531

Hosokawa et al. (2011) studied the complete decay of an airglow patch during strong532

northward IMF conditions, and Q. H. Zhang et al. (2013) used TEC data to study the533

formation of a polar cap patch and its subsequent decay during geomagnetic storm con-534

ditions and week northward IMF. Q. H. Zhang et al. (2013) saw that after the initial for-535

mation of the PCP the IMF turned from strong southward to weak northward condi-536

tions, which caused the trajectory of the patch to stagnate on the dayside, before it dis-537

sipated completely. The dissipation of the PCP was suggested to be due to the effects538

stemming from the opposite directions of the ion drift and the neutral wind after the change539

in the IMF.540

After the change of direction of P3 at minute 50 it took 12 minutes for the patch541

to stagnate, and 28 minutes to dissipate completely. This is within the reported neutral542

wind response time. Both Q. H. Zhang et al. (2013) and Hosokawa et al. (2011) present543

a PCP stagnating before complete dissipation. These three observations of complete de-544

cay of a PCP under different IMF and ionospheric conditions; weak northward with ex-545

treme density patch (≈35 TECU) for Q. H. Zhang et al. (2013), strong northward (≈4nT546

) in Hosokawa et al. (2011), and southward (≈2nT) for minute 62 of P3, of ordinary elec-547

tron density, suggest that the sudden change in the trajectory leads to a stagnation of548
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the polar cap patch. Hence, stagnation becomes a key occurrence in deciding whether549

or not a polar cap patch would be able to exit the auroral oval on the nightside.550

10 minutes before the stagnation, the backscatter power had a half-life of 4.23 min-551

utes. At minute 68 (09:14 UT) a rapid decay of Clyde River backscatter power is seen552

in Figure 7 b) and the half-life decreased to 1.80 minutes (minutes 68-74). Thus, the backscat-553

ter power shows a similar evolution to the airglow of P1 and P2. As mentioned previ-554

ously, there was a big drop in the emission intensity of the RSB images as well, which555

occurred simultaneous to the rapid decay between minute 68 and 74, indicating that the556

drop in emission intensity is not solely due to the observing geometry of low ASI eleva-557

tion angles, i.e., below 20o.558

Due to the lack of incoherent scatter radar measurements in the vicinity of P3 at559

minute 52 (78.42oN, 96.923oE) no relationship between electron density decay and backscat-560

ter power decay can be made. Instead, we compare the theoretical electron density de-561

cay rate, and therefore 630.0 nm emission decay rate, following the method described562

in Hosokawa et al. (2011). The MSIS-E-90 Atmosphere model (Hedin, 1991) model gives563

the following values for neutral temperature, [N2] and [O2] at 280km: 975.2K, 2.108E8564

cm−3, and 1.346E7 cm−3. This produces a half-life of ≈34 minutes, which is substan-565

tially longer than the backscatter half-life of 4.23 minutes. This suggests that exponen-566

tial decay, where we assume no production and neglect the divergence in the ion drift’s567

influence on the decay rate, is not suitable for a PCP still in motion. Future investiga-568

tions using incoherent scatter radar measurements at various stages of the PCP’s life-569

time is needed for a complete description of the decay rate. Nevertheless, the discussion570

indicates that the decay rate is not constant throughout the lifetime of a PCP.571

In addition to velocity shears, GDI instabilities and frictional heating, gravity waves572

and vertical winds have been known to influence the 630.0 nm emission intensity in air-573

glow patches (Valladares et al., 2015). Gravity waves and vertical winds could poten-574

tially explain the fluctuating intensity that was observed for P3 before the rotation oc-575

curred, which supports a variable decay rate of a polar cap in motion.576

The velocity measurements from Clyde River made it possible to compare the Su-577

perDARN LOS and convection model velocity during the P3 transit. In Figure 6 a) dur-578

ing minute 60 and 78 the markers for Clyde River LOS velocity show a higher velocity579

than the convection model. The relative discrepancy between the Clyde River LOS and580
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model velocity was found to be 9.3% or a mean absolute error of 51.6 m/s. This suggests581

an underestimation of the SuperDARN model convection velocity. Two possible contrib-582

utors to this underestimation are 1) the SuperDARN velocity determination does not583

account for the ionospheric refractive index (Gillies et al., 2009), and 2) the SuperDARN584

analysis software performs median filtering and weighted averaging procedures on the585

LOS velocity measurements before determining the convection pattern.586

An attempt at comparing the airglow patch velocity, the P3 transit velocity, and587

the Inuvik LOS velocity was done to see if the P3 transit velocity also showed an under-588

estimation compared to the LOS velocity. Between minute 44 and 54 the airglow patch589

moved at 506.4 m/s, and the Inuvik Radar had a mean velocity of 520.24 m/s, while the590

convection model velocity was 423.97 m/s giving a relative discrepancy of 16.42 % and591

18.65% for ASI velocity and Inuvik radar, respectively. This indicates that the Super-592

DARN convection velocity can be underestimated by almost 20% in some cases and is593

supported by previous reports of the underestimation (Ponomarenko et al., 2009; Gillies594

et al., 2009, 2010; Koustov et al., 2016).595

6 Conclusion596

In this paper we have investigated three polar cap patch transits and their change597

in velocity, luminosity, and decay rates. The polar cap patches were of an average den-598

sity and were created on the dayside from solar EUV dense-plasma and PMAFs, before599

they propagated over the polar cap. Two of the patches reached the nightside auroral600

oval, while the third decayed completely within the polar cap. We summarize our find-601

ings in the order they were discussed:602

1. Given strong IMF By, which favors strong backscatter over the Canadian/Alaskan603

sector, the tracking of high-density plasma volumes in the ionosphere unites ob-604

servations from different instruments that are not co-located.605

2. Patches 1 and 2 transit in the convection throat and entered the nightside auro-606

ral oval. Their transit times were 104 and 92 minutes, respectively. In the last few607

minutes, of both patches, a decrease in velocity was seen as PBIs occurred in the608

vicinity of their exit point in the nightside polar cap.609

3. Relative airglow decay rates were ≈0.6% and ≈0.9% per minute for patch 1 and610

patch 2, respectively.611
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4. Patch 3 dissipated completely after 78 minutes. A change in direction is observed612

due to enhanced flows, and the patch had a backscatter power half-life of 4.23 min-613

utes. At minute 62 the patch appears to stagnate, and shortly after the half-life614

has decreased to 1.80 minutes, likely due to the increased frictional heating stem-615

ming from a relative velocity difference in ion drift and neutral wind. 16 minutes616

after stagnation, and 28 minutes after the change in transit direction, patch 3 com-617

pletely dissipated.618

5. A polar cap patch still in motion appears to have a variable decay rate.619

6. The stagnation, and increased frictional heating (higher recombination rates), is620

theorized to be a major determinant to whether a polar cap patch will reach the621

nightside auroral oval or not.622

7. The SuperDARN convection model underestimated the velocity with 18.65% and623

16.42% compared to the Inuvik LOS velocity and RSB ASI airglow patch veloc-624

ity.625
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plasma/aurora/ and THEMIS images are available from http://themis.igpp.ucla637

.edu/data retrieval.shtml. The OMTI all-sky camera images are available from https://638

ergsc.isee.nagoya-u.ac.jp/index.shtml.en. The DMSP SSUSI data (product ver-639

sion V0105) was collected from https://ssusi.jhuapl.edu/data products. MSIS val-640

ues were collected from https://ccmc.gsfc.nasa.gov/modelweb/models/msis vitmo641

.php.642
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1. Caption for Video S1

Introduction This document contains the caption for supplementary Video 1 (Video

S1), which file is uploaded separately. The video is of the file type MP4 and contains
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data from the Super Dual Aurora Radar Network, DMSP SSUSI auroral boundaries and

the location for three selected polar cap patches. Further information on the data can be

found in Section 2 of the main text. The location of the three polar cap patches is derived

from the method outlined in Section 3 of the main text.

Video S1. Shows the tracking location of the three selected events, shown as red stars,

in geomagnetic coordinates. The SuperDARN convection velocity are provided as the

underlaying color-map and the fitted vector velocities are seen as dots with respective

vector lines. The DMSP SSUSI auroral oval boundaries are shown in coral.
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